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MATERIALS

The Island collection is handmade in Indonesia and is suitable for outdoors.

FRAME Solid teak with polypropylene woven rope.

FABRIC 100% Olefin fabric which is a synthetic weather resistant fabric.

PRODUCT CARE

CUSHIONS Wipe down with a lint free cloth regularly to prevent dirt embedding in the fabric. However for a 
thorough treatment we recommend that the fabric is cleaned by professionals and use a qualified fabric 
protection service to apply a protector such as Scotchgard. The fabric will fade over time if left in full sun.  
 
To extend the life of the fabric and cushion interior we recommend that cushions are stored out of direct sun 
and rain when not in use and to avoid mildew cushions should be completely dry before storage. Incorrect 
application of sealers and/or cleaners or allowing insufficient drying time voids the warranty. 

TIMBER Teak does not require any special maintenance routine or any additional protection apart from occasional 
cleaning. Left to age naturally outside, teak will gradually change from its original colour to a soft, silver-grey 
patina as the pigments in the surface layer of the wood begin to fade away. Papaya recommends that you allow 
the teak furniture to weather naturally this way and simply clean thoroughly once or twice a year to remove 
accumulated dirt. Natural variations in the teak finish will occur.

GOOD TO 
KNOW

This product is fully assembled. Please note all dimensions are approximate.

Sure Seal Timber and Rug & Carpet sealer will provide a barrier to 
some degree between the timber and any spills of red wine, oils etc 
- but always clean spills immediately. Sure Seal also provides some 
protection against day to day scratches & wear
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occasional chair

corner seat

stool

extension seat

coffee table

ottoman

create your ideal configuration to suit your space

TAB270 
84x84xH31cm

MIS634 
45x45xH47cm

CHA130 
45x45xH47cm

CHA132
91x92xH78cm

CHA131
84x92xH78cm

OTTO023 
84x84xH31cm

1x extension seat
+ 2x corner seats

2x extension seats + 1x corner seats  
+ coffee table + ottoman

4x extension seats + 2x corner seats 
 + ottoman 

266cm 256cm 348cm

92cm 176cm 256cm


